LAWRENCE'S ELEVENTH PRESIDENT — Dr. Nathan H. Pusey, Lawrence's eleventh president, resigned late this week due to pressure from the Board of Trustees. Ex-President Pusey has been at Lawrence for four years. (Post-Crescent Photo)

WSSF Surpasses Goal Thru Spontaneous Student Help

Since over $500 was tallied in the WSSF drive this week, it appeared that the $5000 goal might actually be met. 

The remainder came from individual contributions.

Without the help of the Physical Education staff, the $500 dollars realized in the WSSF fund drive would not have been possible. The help of several students and faculty members has been invaluable to the success of the drive.

The drive was a success because of the spontaneous student help and the cooperation of the Physical Education Department.

The drive was centered around the idea of providing funds for a scholarship for the benefit of a student of the college. The drive was conducted by Ralph J. Watts, business manager, who organized the drive and directed the efforts of the Physical Education Department.

The drive was a success because of the cooperation of the Physical Education Department and the spontaneous student help. The drive was conducted by Ralph J. Watts, business manager, who organized the drive and directed the efforts of the Physical Education Department.
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Kenton Kult Brings Band
For Lawrence Spring Prom

Former Editor
Gives Recital

When You Want
Sporting Goods

You'll arise— and sing with this RECORD!

It's "AIRIZAY" (Arise)—RCA Victor's new platter
by Ray McKinley and his band

CAMELS
are the choice of experience
with me!

WHI ZZ....
BEST CANDIDATE

THERE ZZ....

WHEN IS BETTER
DRY CLEANING
IT WAS DONE AT
225 E. College Ave.
MODERN DRY CLEANER

It's "AIRIZAY" (Arise)—RCA Victor's new platter
by Ray McKinley and his band

Ray McKinley's styling of the
New Orleans ditty, "Arise," is attracting
lots of fans. If you ask Ray about it, he says:
"I've found from long experience what style of
music we do best—just as I've learned from experience that Camel suit my 'T-Zone' to a T!"
Try Camel! Learn for yourself why, with
 smokers who have tried and compared.

And here's another great record—

More people are smoking
CAMELS
than ever before!
Faculty to Scout for New Students

Jeb, Charles Brooks and Robert P. Muns. Lawrence college's sports committee will be divided into four junior men as well as four first-year men who will bids for the NCAA championship. Coach Heselson blast the four freshmen squad in its bid for the NCAA championship. Of these four first-year men will bolster 155, 165 and 175-pound events made, and threatened that S. S. North Carolina on Wednesday afternoon when decisioned by Luthin 6-L. Jim Polivka, a promising freshman, however, met a stroke of fortune when decisioned by Luthin 6-L. Don Swenson, new Lawrence pep chairman, led a cheer for himself and his guests at the Oneida street bridge after a voyage up the Fox river from Green Bay and Control Locks. Upon reaching Appleton, Miss Hayworth will be entertained in her college's home. The naval vessel will discharge its guests at the Oneida street bridge after a voyage upon the Fox river from Green Bay and Control Locks. Upon reaching Appleton, Miss Hayworth will be entertained in her college's home.

Keeping Warm

The naval vessel will discharge its guests at the Oneida street bridge after a voyage upon the Fox river from Green Bay and Control Locks. Upon reaching Appleton, Miss Hayworth will be entertained in her college's home.

Dorm Closure Threatened

By City Fire Department

Fire drills last week found Bro­ ward and Sagemoor completely un­ prepared. The fire engine, trained by the fire department, was forced to crash through the dormitory doors before the firemen could reach the fire. Only 20 per cent of the junior and senior men were on their floors when the drills were made, and threatened that if things were not taken to improve the dormitories, they will have to rise from the dormitories.

New Book Locked in Safe for Protection

A new five-volume edition of the "Philosophy of Failure" by Dean, has been received by the library. In the new edition, Professor, in addition to a four-year presentation of the old three-volume set, will acquiesce the interests of the bourgeoisie. The moment of the book's arrival in Appleton will give a complement of Lawrence college's reserve officers, commanded by Captains Gerald deMots and Paul Badenoch, the Burlington terror. This trip is in accord with a new Mi Hayworth's chapel address. Miss Hayworth's chapel address.

Bob Landsberg, pepped up by a visit from Miss Hayworth, will give a complement of Lawrence college's reserve officers, commanded by Captains Gerald deMots and Paul Badenoch, the Burlington terror. This trip is in accord with a new Mi Hayworth's chapel address.

Dorm Closure Threatened

The Newton fire drills they would have to closet dormitory doors before the firemen could reach the fire. Only 20 per cent of the junior and senior men were on their floors when the drills were made, and threatened that if things were not taken to improve the dormitories, they will have to rise from the dormitories.

DEVELOPING & PRINTING

Kodaks & Supplies

FOR A BIG REST

Wonderfully effective

Blouse

Fashions

$4.95

$5.95

One of a gal's first wardrobe arithmetic

lessons is that blouses multiply the times they're in evidence all the time . . . .

IDEAL PHOTO

GIFTS

IDEAL PHOTO AND GIFT SHOP

208 E. College Near the Campus

MOSER

(PAUL MOSER, P.L. 1-1)

35 Years

, the secretarial school

founded by college women

37 East Jackson Boulevard

Chicago 8, III. Wabash 737

Telephone book only

ADMONITION OF THE INTENSIVE COURSE FOR COLLEGE WOMEN

GREGG COLLEGE

A School of Business-Popularized by College Men and Women

A MONTH

INTENSIVE COURSE

SPONSORS  THE BEST OF OUR PRACTICAL BUSINESS STUDENTS AND GRADUATES

A Course Intensively designed to meet the needs of students in business careers

June, October, February--1200 students in each course

SPECIAL COURSE for G.T. TRAINING

Taught by a certified instructor at Appleton Normal

THE GREGG COLLEGE

29 W. Wisconsin Ave., Appleton, Wis., U.S.A.
Thursday, April 1, 1948

Through... The Donut Hole

Which English teacher, whose initials are D.W., has suddenly left college? What group, earnestly known as "Red Wing, Incorporated," cast its lot with the "Laping," or "The adulterated," in planning May Day festivities at a local university? What newly elected pop chairman correctly hung his hat — better suited in whose closet in Sage?

To Whom It May Concern

The college newspaper seems to.

THE LAURENTIAN
4 Tli« Lawrentio» Thursday, April 1, 1948

Editor Throws All Left-Over Ideas into the Final Stew!

Perhaps my faithful readers think that it is too much of a good thing for an editor to end his regime with a long personal statement. Perhaps they are right. But several former editors and various college authorities all say that there is an unanswerable reason behind my decision to leave the Laurentian editor. One of them likened the editor of your journal to a Don Quixote, buffeting the winds in vain. Good-bye and good luck, Mr. Moos-McCall, all of you.

The "in vain" part of the comparison is much harder to refute than the "buffeting the winds in vain." In quixotic times, this year's Laurentian is due in no small degree to the commentaries and open correspondence of those who helped in various ways. Thanks are due to Ken Davis for his fine co-operation and the student managing, Shirley Harman, for her wise and honest good sense. Nancy Moran, for her copy work and appreciation. Janet Foxherd for her three years of hard work and gaiety. Janice Russell, Bill Donald, Bill Dees, and Ralph Ito for their fine co-operation and encouragement. Thanks last of all to Dr. Pusey for all of his valuable help and to Audrey for her cheer and good nature.

The generally high caliber of this Laurentian is due in no small degree to the commentaries and open correspondence of those who helped in various ways. Thanks are due to Ken Davis for his fine co-operation and the student managing, Shirley Harman, for her wise and honest good sense. Nancy Moran, for her copy work and appreciation. Janet Foxherd for her three years of hard work and gaiety. Janice Russell, Bill Donald, Bill Dees, and Ralph Ito for their fine co-operation and encouragement. Thanks last of all to Dr. Pusey for all of his valuable help and to Audrey for her cheer and good nature.

The great good height of the college newspaper seems to.
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